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not by a Latina but by actress Carol Lawrence . For the movie version produced four years later Natalie Wood was cast in the
lead role . It is interesting to note that West Side Story .... from the “mambo craze” era in which it was created. But, if this work
must be kept as an encapsulation of America in the 19505 to maintain dramatic veracity, we must also realize that it .... to
choreograph and direct shows. Bernstein was going to write the lyrics for West Side Story himself but soon realized he had
enough to do just writing the music (of which there is a .... , the San Remo ( in occasional TV episodes ) ; Dorchester Apts , 131
RSD ( in stage and screen versions ) Luce , Clare Boothe ( Timewife , playwright : The Women ) , born in " family ...

West Side Story 1961 Vs 2020 Remake Cast Then and Now Maria - Natalie Wood - Rachel Zegler Tony .... new lyrics to
indicate “gay” and “today” rather “bright” and “tonight.” ⋆ A number of changes in the “Tonight Quintet,” including Anita's
reference to Bernardo being “hot,” which the ...
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